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Under the Electronic Eye: a legal evaluation of predictive policing

Time Magazine named predictive policing one of the 50 most important innovations in 2011. 1 The
software concept that is designed to give police departments the locations of future crimes before
they occur has since spread around the world and is considered one of the most promising
technology-led law enforcement tactics to date. Predictive policing uses mathematical algorithms
to compile data points from past crimes, lie them out on a map and identify areas of increased
likelihood of crime. On a daily basis, it provides police departments with a map on which colored
right angles mark areas with a high crime risk as small as 150sqm. Police departments can thereby
focus their patrol resources on this area. The algorithm is based on the basic criminological finding
that criminals follow habits, and that such habits make their future actions predictable. The
(Near-)Repeat Victimization Theory is the core theoretical backbone of all predictive policing
algorithms augmented by Routine-Activity, Broken-Windows, and Rational Choice Theory. The
main source of input data are crime statistics but various algorithms go further as to include
weather data, terrain data such as proximity to public transport and the dates of large-scale public
events such football games. Despite the fact that the first predictive policing attempts were made
a decade ago, legal scholarship on the issue remains scarce. The topic has been dealt with
academically by economists 2, social scientists 3, and computer scientists 4 but neglected by legal
scholars5 while hype6 and fear7 around predictive policing have been growing in the media in the
recent years. This is an important moment for a grounded inquiry into predictive policing’s sociolegal effects and prospects. Legal scholarship must not allow itself to be overtaken by the rapid
technical evolution. My thesis thus attempts a comparative view at predictive policing practices
in Germany and the United States.
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